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Abstract In this paper a new identity-baaed 
non-interactlve key sharing (XDNIKS) scheme has 
been proposed. The Algorithm is very simple and 
hence easily implemented. The security depends 
on the difficulty of factoring, and it seems to 
be very secure for user's collusion. 

I. Introduction 

At the Crypto'84 Shamir[l]has proposed a new 
concept of identity-based cryptosystems and 
signature achenes. The new concept is much 
attractive and has stimulated many cryptographic 
researchers to realize it. Several realization 
schemes have been proposed, but regretfully they 
are insecure for user's collusion. Recently 
Maurer and Yacobi [2] has proposed a secure 
realization acheme for user's collusion, but it 
is extremely difficult to implement. 

In this paper a new identity-based non- 
interactive key sharing scheme (IDNIKS) has been 
proposed in order to realize the original concept 
of identity-based cryptosystem. The algorithm is 
very simple and eaaily imple-mented. The security 
depends on the difficulty of factoring, and it 
seems to be very secure for user's collusion. 

11. Basic Center worittu 

Let P and Q be two large primes and their 
product be N-W. Then the Cmichael function of 
N can be given by L - LCM(P-1,O-1). Let g be a 
primitive element over GF(P) and GF(Q). and let 
denote each user's public identity information 
with IDi(i=A,B,C, .... ). Here we introduce three 
integers e, e and e which aatisfy gcd{el.es] 
d ,  gcd(e ,e)=ll,.  and 
a one-way'hash functioEef-:i calculate two hashed 
identity informations 

is large enough, an 

IL1 = elf(IDi) + e 
and 

IL2 = e,f(Iq) + 1. ( 2 )  

Then we introduce two random numbers r and r2, 
and a uaer E's proper random numbell ri ,and 
calculate the following equations. 

where 
r L  1 

gcd { e:(ee2+el)rl, L 1 
( 5 )  x =  

( 6 )  
r2L 

Y =  gcd ( eE(ee2+el)r2, L 

( 7 )  t 
gcd ( ee2-e1, L ) 

and 
d -  

Her2 remark that xe ' (ee +e 1-0 (mod I), 
ye (ee +e 1-0 (mod L) 2nd (?e ' -)d =O(mod I). 
Fi#ally2 tt?e trusted center pub!&&es { N,f,e,e , 
e ] and delivers(g ,gi2)to each user 11 throughla 
s?cure channel or k: an IC card. 

111. Hen-Interactive Key Sharing 

We asaume here that two users A and B want to 
share a common-key KAB between them non- 
interactively. First A calculates B ' s  hashed 
Identity Informations IB1 and I from ID 
using the one-way hash function f!' and the! 
performs the following simple calculation to 
share a common-key K AB' 

2 2  2 2  
xlA1lB1 + "A2IB2 (mod NI - a  . . .  

Similarly,B obtains KS'= KLi'. 
comon-key is given by 

Hence their 

IV. Security 

The most successful attack to the proposed 
IDNIKS is considered to forge a cownon-key 
between the third parties by disclosing the 
center's secrets gx(mod N) and gy(mod N) using 
the public informations and the simultaneous 
equations derived by the usy's- cglluslon. 
H o e v v n e  I$  an solve only on gx ee2 '1 (mod N) 

2 1 (mod N) even if many users collude. 
Then it is necessary for us to obtain the inverse 
element of (ee -e ) under the condition that the 
modulus L is 2unhown in order to perform the 
attack shown above. This is the same situation 
as the case of RSA public-key cryptosystem. Hence 
the security of this IDNXKS clearly depends on 
the difficulty of factoring a composite number N 
of two large primes P and Q. 

v. COnClUSiOn 

In this paper a new realization scheme of 
IDNIKS has been proposed. The algorithm 16 very 
simple and easily implemented. The security 
depends on the difficulty of factoring, and the 
proposed IDNIKS can be certified to be secure 
against the attacks involving user'a collusion. 
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